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Introduction
The Ontario Catholic School Trustees’ Association (OCSTA) was founded in 1930. It
represents 237 elected Catholic trustees who collectively represent 29 English-language
Catholic district school boards. Together, these school boards educate approximately
545,000 students from junior kindergarten to grade 12 and adults in continuing education
programs province-wide.
Inspired by the Gospel, the Mission of the Ontario Catholic School Trustees’ Association is
to provide leadership, service and a provincial voice for Catholic school boards in promoting
and protecting Catholic education.
The recommendations contained in this submission are made on the basis that the education
funding system in Ontario must respond to four essential principles:
Equity: A funding formula must distribute education dollars equitably among all
Ontario school boards and their students;
Adequacy: The level of funding for education must be adequate to ensure quality
education for today’s students;
Autonomy/Flexibility: The model must allow school boards the autonomy and
flexibility in spending they require to achieve the distinctive goals of their system, and
to meet local needs; and
Accountability: The educational funding model must include mechanisms that
ensure the appropriate degree of accountability for all parties and transparent
processes and reporting mechanisms to support efficient and effective use of
educational resources for students.
The recommendations contained in this report are supported by the members of OCSTA and
are important issues to the 29 Catholic District School Boards in our province We trust that
the Minister of Education will consider our comments as part of the government’s on-going
commitment to consultation. As always, we would be pleased to meet with representatives of
the Ministry to discuss any of the following items in more detail.
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Catholic School Boards as Partners in Service Delivery
The OCSTA and Catholic school boards work closely with the Ministry of Education to develop
education programs, budgets and curriculum that supports the legislative and regulatory
requirements spelled out in the Education Act. We have enjoyed a positive working relationship
for many years with all stakeholders in the education sector, including all Ontario political
parties. Our school board trustees are the democratically elected representatives of the Catholic
community with responsibilities for:




Establishing the education mission of the board;
Developing school board policies that promote and protect publicly funded Catholic
education;
Promoting the constitutional right of the Catholic school community to govern, manage
and control publicly funded Catholic schools.

Our member school boards design and deliver Christ centered education programs to students.
These boards are directly supported by 2.4 million Catholic ratepayers and have been an integral
part of the history and fabric of our province for over 175 years.
Efficiencies at Catholic School Boards
OCSTA supports the government’s objective of providing public services as efficiently as
possible. Catholic school boards have historically and remain committed to being as effective,
accountable and efficient as possible and have found significant cost efficiencies in the following
areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student transportation consortia;
Purchasing consortia;
Curriculum co-operatives;
Ontario Education Collaborative Marketplace (non-profit group that sources products and
services for the education sector at price discounts);
5. Ontario Education Services Corporation (OESC) provides a central repository for
resources and provides a host of services for school boards;
6. Ontario School Boards’ Insurance Exchange (OSBIE) is a school board owned, nonprofit insurance program, representing 78 school boards/school authorities;
7. SBCI School Boards’ Co-operative Inc. Information at sbci.org.
These partnerships save Ontario taxpayers millions of dollars each year. The Auditor General
states that “school boards have been increasing their use of group purchasing arrangements to
acquire goods and services. We noted that the value of school board purchases acquired through
supplier agreements negotiated by the Ontario Education Collaborative Marketplace increased
from $10 million in 2010 to $112 million in 2016”. (2017 Annual Report, Chapter 3, section 3.12
p.615-616).
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New School Board Efficiencies, Reducing Red Tape and Administrative Burdens
Additional efficiencies may be found in the school board sector through the consolidation of
certain operational services of boards. For example:






Procurement
Payroll
IT Services & Support
Attendance Management
Planning

Boards operate multiple Financial, Human Resource, Payroll, and Student Administration
Systems, most of which are legacy systems that are costly to replace but no longer are meeting
the needs of boards today, or are at their functional end of life.
In addition, there is a significant opportunity to streamline the process and reduce the cost of
Ministry reporting through OnSIS with the new Student Information System (SIS). The Ontario
Educational Collaborative Marketplace (OECM) recently awarded a contract to Fujitsu Canada
for the operation and implementation of the Aspen SIS inline with centralize procurement best
practices. Ministry reporting happens several times per year and takes away time and resources
from classroom improvement work. In addition, the Ministry incurs significant cost collecting
and maintaining duplicate student records in the OnSIS central database. Streamlining this
process with technology could significantly reduce the administrative burdens of the processes
while still allowing the Ministry access to information at the board level. This has been done in
other jurisdictions such as British Columbia.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education replace these operational systems with a common
system or systems (right sized for board size) which would provide for greater
efficiency across all boards and would better support data requirements by
stakeholders;



That the Ministry of Education consult with its education partners to explore future
opportunity with regard to a more efficient student information system;



That the Ministry of Education develop an automated data extraction method to
collect data from each system;



That the Ministry of Education decommission the legacy of the OnSIS reporting
system and associated manual processes; reinvest yearly saving in front of class
technology improvements.
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Moratorium on School Closures and Pupil Accommodation Planning
The current moratorium on school closures and the uncertainty regarding the PAR process has a
negative impact on school board operations. For example, it prevents boards from reducing
excess space in schools, which entails a range of extra costs for boards to operate and maintain
empty classrooms. Combined with the elimination of Top up Funding, boards are struggling to
find the financial resources to address other capital and operational matters that directly impact
student achievement and well-being.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education reinstate a revised PARG process for boards on a
case by case basis. Boards should be able to submit to the Ministry a business case to
justify targeted school consolidations. This will improve the efficiency of their
operations;



That the Ministry of Education allow boards the autonomy and flexibility to make
school closure/consolidation decisions that reflect their local circumstances,
including maintaining a local Catholic school presence;



That the Ministry of Education establish a targeted stream of funding to assist
boards with the costs of operating and maintaining underutilized schools until the
PARG process is reinstated;



That the Ministry of Education adjust the criteria for School Condition
Improvement funding to allow boards to use those funds for capital improvements
for schools that would otherwise close.

Board Leadership Development Strategy (BLDS) Funding:
Many of our Catholic school boards struggle to provide meaningful professional and leadership
development training to staff. While we recognize that this funding has not been part of the GSN
for some time, boards should have dedicated financial supports to improve leadership capacity.
This will ensure a consistent stream of qualified staff assuming leadership positons and
positively affect student achievement and well-being. Catholic School boards would include
funding for faith formation of staff and leaders with regard to effective BLDS.
OCSTA Recommendation:
 That the Ministry of Education build board leadership funding into the GSN to
provide boards the capacity to deliver meaningful leadership development
programing for staff.
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Attrition Protection Funding Grant Cost Pressures:
The required predictability of attrition rates with the Attrition Protection Funding Grant,
(Attrition Grant) even when based upon sound historical trends, has left boards susceptible to a
funding loss when attempting to predict the Attrition Grant. Unpredictable circumstances in
development growth, immigration rates based upon decisions not within a boards control, the
number of retirements and the current labour environment impact these attrition predictions
among many other factors. A loose commitment was given by the Ministry to return 50% of the
funding for unforeseen circumstances, however, there is no mechanism to claim (or plan for) this
adjustment through the Ministry. School boards should not be penalized at all when attrition
forecasts are not exact.
In addition, the Attrition Grant for staff leaves within the school year, without pay and
resignations, generates a deficit for boards. The resulting deficit is a consequence of boards with
local collective agreement language requiring Long Term Occasional teacher replacements be
paid at the Permanent Teacher salary grid level. This language also guarantees the teachers
return to the same position for one year. The staff in-year leaves requires a substitute long-term
occasional teacher paid as a regular teacher after a specified number of days based on local CA
language, however, the Attrition Grant provides only 50% of the salary and benefits benchmark
funding if the board underestimates either the leaves or resignations. If a board overestimates the
leaves or resignations, the board gets no funding. Both outcomes create significant cost
pressures.
OCSTA Recommendation:
 That the Ministry of Education establish a planning process with education partners
to review the Attrition Grant funding mechanism to ensure boards do not suffer
funding shortfalls due to problems associated with attrition estimates.
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Proposed Structure of E-Learning Framework
On March 15, 2019 the Ministry of Education announced its new vision for primary and
secondary education in Ontario – Education that Works for You – Modernizing Classrooms. As
part of its new vision, the government is proposing that secondary school students take a
minimum of 2 e-Learning credits of the 30 credits needed to fulfill the requirements for receiving
an Ontario Secondary School Diploma. These changes will be phased in starting in the 20202021 school year. As proposed, the e-Learning model will be mandatory and centrally controlled.
Exemptions may be made to these course requirements on a case by case basis. In terms of
funding, according to B-Memo: B08, the secondary programming amount in the Pupil
Foundation Grant will no longer be provided effective September 1, 2019.
OCSTA Recommendations:
 There are two fundamental requirements that any e-Learning model must respect
regarding Catholic education:
1. E-Learning curriculum in Catholic schools must be developed and approved
by Catholic school boards;
2. E-Learning courses must be delivered by Catholic school teachers employed
by Catholic school boards.
These are necessary requirements to meet the distinctive nature of and
denominational rights of Catholic education in Ontario.
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Cybersecurity in School Boards
School boards throughout North America are facing increased threats from cybercriminals.
According to Statistics Canada, incidents of cybercrime in Canada is increasing on average 23%
each
year
and
have
almost
doubled
since
2014.
(https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=3510000101)
In the Auditor General’s 2018 Annual Report, cyberattacks is identified as a growing threat to
the security of Ontario’s school boards’ IT systems and related infrastructure. The report
identifies cyberattacks as those security breaches
….both intentional and unintentional unauthorized access, use, manipulation,
interruption or destruction of electronic information and/or the electronic and
physical infrastructure used to process, communicate and/ or store that
information. The biggest potential consequences of cyberattacks are disruption of
operations and compromise of sensitive data. In extreme circumstances,
cyberattacks can lead to damage to physical property and harm to human life.1
School boards host large amounts of personal information about students and board staff that can
make them vulnerable to cyberattacks. This information could be used for identity theft or other
forms of criminal activity that pose a significant risk for student and staff safety. It is paramount
then that school boards have the resources, training and support required to develop
cybersecurity systems to prevent cyberattacks. While our school boards support the general
recommendations of the Auditor General in refining existing cybersecurity and risk management
frameworks to reduce the school boards’ risks, including cybersecurity awareness training to
teachers and staff who have access to information technology, additional funding and support
resources are necessary.
OCSTA Recommendations:

1



That the Ministry of Education ensure that boards have sufficient resources to
develop and implement new cybersecurity policies and risk management
frameworks;



That the Ministry of Education expand the work of the Educational Computing
Network of Ontario (ECNO) in building a shared service capacity for cybersecurity
analysis and a shared security service for boards in Ontario;



That the Ministry of Education expand the mandate of the Ministry’s Broadband
Modernization Initiative to fund and support cybersecurity training and awareness
programs.

See chapter 3.12 p. 555 ( http://www.auditor.on.ca/en/content/annualreports/arreports/en18/v1_312en18.pdf)
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Economic Realities with Capital Projects/Funding for Retrofitting/Renovating Schools
Capital Costs Regarding School Construction:
Several factors are increasing the capital costs related to school construction in Ontario. They
include:





Increased tariffs on steel and aluminum;
Rising interest rates;
Increasing labour costs;
Current construction tendering environment.

The current Ministry of Education Capital Priorities Funding Benchmark (“benchmark”) does
not recognize these increasing cost factors and is currently not an adequate standard for
determining construction costs. The last formal review of the benchmark was in 2010 based on
the analysis provided by the Expert Panel on Capital Standards. There is an urgent need to
increase this benchmark to better align with current economic realities in the construction sector.
This is particularly acute in urban settings and the requirements to implement capital programs
for school construction that do not exceed the benchmark rates often requires offsetting cost
reductions. This is accomplished by reducing the size of the building (below the capital space
benchmarks), and limiting the choice of building materials and equipment – which in turn,
negatively impacts the expected life of capital assets and building operations in the long run and
provides students with less than ideal learning environments.
Recently, however, the Ministry announced a review of the Design Standard and Benchmark
standards as part of the launch of the Capital Priorities Program (July 22, 2019 B17). OCSTA
welcomes this review and believes addressing the increased costs associated with school
construction is overdue.
In addition, in the context of retrofitting and renovating schools, funding has not been adequate
to reduce the overall deferred maintenance backlog or provide sufficient funds for schools to
replace or renew energy efficient building components or meet the heating and cooling costs of
schools. The loss of the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund, for example, has compromised many
energy efficiency retrofit projects in our schools. The review panel represents an opportunity to
address this issue of deferred maintenance.
Capital Program Planning:
School boards benefitted from previous capital allocation programs in a number of ways.
Paramount among these were the predictability and flexibility afforded to school boards to plan,
on a district-wide basis, for the most effective and efficient means of addressing their various
capital requirements.
The continuing needs of school boards include the following:
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1. Old schools need to be re-built;
2. Some schools need to be consolidated due to declining enrolment and this often requires
some capital upgrades;
3. Ultimately all schools will need to meet AODA accessibility standards, but there are no
funds earmarked to address these needs; and
4. Even with overall decreases in enrolment, new schools need to be built in boards’ growth
areas that are sometimes far from existing schools.
The Ministry of Education now issues calls for applications for capital projects. Each of these
calls gives the appearance of being a one-off call, with no certainty about whether or when there
will be another. As a consequence, many boards have treated these calls as though there will be
no other. A multiplicity of different projects, which under the previous system were streamed
into specific capital programs, is now herded into a single funding stream. This makes it difficult
for boards to assign priorities and difficult for Ministry officials to make decisions that are fair
and equitable.
In addition, in 2019, funding for Temporary Accommodation was unexpectedly changed in July
without any consultation with the sector. This has forced boards to fund added portables from
operating funds given this new restriction. Additionally, the funding formula itself is not driven
by available data to create a fair and equitable funding model. The government needs to revise
this funding model to make portable funding based upon predictive data and in the interim
reinstate funding from School Renewal until the model can fund actual predicted needs.
In addition, the current approvals process under this single funding stream for capital projects is
administratively burdensome. Streamlining this process will go some distance to increasing
efficiency and lessening the administrative burdens for school boards.
The current situation would also benefit from the creation of a multi-year program to address
capital needs. This would add an element of predictability to the system and would make it
possible for school boards to plan and clearly articulate those plans to the Ministry. It would also
make it easier for the Ministry to review applications and make allocations in an orderly and
transparent manner that reflect the priorities of both the Ministry and school boards.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education include key education stakeholders, including OCSTA,
in the review panel regarding school construction capital benchmarks;



That the Ministry of Education establish a multi-year capital funding process in order
to restore the ability of both the Ministry of Education and school boards to plan for
future capital needs;



That the Ministry of Education significantly streamline and provide increased local
autonomy/flexibility with regard to the capital approvals process for school boards;
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That the Ministry of Education revise its Temporary Accommodation funding model to
make portable funding based upon predictive data and reinstate funding from the
School Renewal Allocation until the model can fund actual predicted needs.

Student Transportation
OCSTA appreciates the 10% increase in funding in the 2019-2020 GSN in respect of student
transportation. Along with the “stabilization funding” to assist boards that are running deficits in
their student transportation budgets, these two measures go some distance in addressing OCSTA
concerns regarding transportation funding. In addition, OCSTA welcomes the government’s
commitment to review the existing student transportation funding formula and looks forward to
participating in that process.
However, as OCSTA has noted previously, the structure and funding of student transportation is
not based on the needs of a school board. The funding model is based on a “historical amount—
each boards’ 1997 spending level with annual adjustments for enrollment and inflation, and other
minor adjustments. The most important influences on a school board’s student transportation
costs are not factored into the model such as enrollment density, geography, the number of
special needs students and safety hazards.
In addition, the current competitive procurement process that school boards must follow in
securing transportation has resulted in significant cost increases. In one case of a large urban
transportation consortium, costs increased by roughly 20% that had to be absorbed by the
affected school boards.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the student transportation funding formula be restructured to reflect the actual
needs of school boards;



The competitive procurement process restore school board autonomy and flexibility
in negotiating school bus operator contracts;



That the Ministry of Education consult with OCSTA and other education partners in
its on-going review of the student transportation funding formula;



That the funding model be immediately revised so school boards with a surplus in
transportation are not negatively impacted.
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School Bus Driver Retention
School boards across Ontario are facing a shortage of qualified school bus operators. Various
cost pressures such as the increases in the minimum wage and the guaranteed minimum daily
hours for part-time workers negatively impact the operational costs for small and medium sized
bus operators. This circumstance has resulted in delays and cancellations and generally
inadequate transportation services for school boards which in turn negatively impacts student
learning and well-being.
The previous government created a “School Bus Driver Retention Program” with an initial
investment of a $60 million program of three direct bonus payments to bus drivers. These
payments are designed to improve recruitment and retention rates of drivers through a financial
incentive. However, the program has only just started and the results are mixed at this time.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education continue the School Bus Driver Retention Program;



That the Ministry of Education continue to review the results of this program in the
broader context of restructuring the student transportation funding formula to meet
the needs of school boards.
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21st Century Programs and Services for Students with Differing Abilities Including Diverse
Learning Needs
Student Mental Health
Recent research from Centre for Addiction and Mental Health shows that roughly 328,000
children in grades 7-12 report moderate to serious psychological distress (2016). The Provincial
Centre for Excellence in Children and Youth Mental Health state that schools need to develop
comprehensive mental health supports and strategies to address the growing challenge. In
addition, with the legalization of recreational use of cannabis, many school boards anticipate
greater demands on mental health resources and supports, with the potential increased use of
cannabis products and accompanying impacts on student mental health and well-being.
Catholic school boards have developed comprehensive mental health strategies to build
awareness/organizational capacity, reduce stigma, use evidence based best practices for
promotion and prevention strategies and partner with community organizations.
Rural and northern school boards face unique issues with fewer professional resources to support
student mental health services. Boards need more resources to expand promotion and prevention
programs at the elementary and secondary school level. Key program areas include suicide
prevention, anxiety issues, behaviour problems and addictions.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education ensure funding for student mental health needs is
equitable and sustainable for all students;



That the Ministry of Education continue to support funding of a board level “Mental
Health Lead” into the Grants for Student Needs structure. We also encourage the
government to monitor and update the financial supports to boards to support local
mental health initiatives;



That the Ministry of Education continue to address the changing nature of student
mental health needs as evidenced in the need for on-going enhanced
prevention/intervention and aligned staff professional development supports for
students with mental health challenges in transition.

Special Education and Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Currently, the vast majority of Ontario’s Catholic school boards are running deficits in meeting
the educational, psychological and support needs of its exceptional students. More sophisticated
diagnostic techniques related to Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), have resulted in significant
increase in identifying this segment of the student population and led to increases in demand on
special education services in boards.
Further, school boards are anticipating a significant increase in the number of ASD students
entering the elementary grades over the course of the next year as the government’s new autism
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program is fully implemented. The Ministry of Education has recognized this issue and provided
boards some increased funding to assist program planning, professional development and
enhanced funding to hire applied behavior analysis therapists.2 However, it is not clear that these
enhancements will be sufficient to meet the challenges boards face with students with ASD.
Additionally, with the introduction of full-day kindergarten and various social factors, school
boards must reallocate funding between different program areas to ensure students receive the
educational services and supports they require. In many cases, school boards are having their
special education grant reduced due to phased in changes to a key part of the grant structure. The
“high needs” amount of the grant is being replaced by the Differentiated Special Education
Needs Amount (DSENA). This new model is composed of the Special Education Statistical
Prediction Model (SESPM), Measures of Variability Amount (MOV) and Base Amount for
Collaboration and Integration. This new grant structure has redistributive funding impacts across
all boards, some gaining and some losing funding.
School boards also face a range of other funding and program challenges in meeting the needs of
special education students. For example, boards struggle to fund the specialized staff required to
support students with complex behavioural needs. This may include staff support for student
transportation to treatment programs and other support services. Another example is the
operational costs associated with classroom design to accommodate students that require quiet
spaces for learning and behavioural management interventions.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education establish a Special Education Working group, including
OCSTA, with a stakeholder advisory board to review the adequacy of special education
funding, including the structure of the DSENA;



That the Ministry of Education review “needs based” funding models for high needs
special education students to supplement the overall Special Education Grant structure;



That the Ministry of Education continue to survey and monitor the situation with
boards and provide program/financial support as required to ensure students with ASD
can be assessed in a timely manner so boards can make the necessary accommodations.

2

These supports and resources were outlined in the March 11, 2019 Memorandum from the Deputy Minister of
Education to Directors of Education. For details on OCSTA’s concerns and recommendations, see the May 2019
submission to the Autism Consultation.
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Information Technology
Funding in the area of technology is of paramount importance for school boards as technology is
increasingly prevalent in curriculum delivery and linked to equity of access and student
engagement. The Ministry of Education provided Technology Learning Funds (TLF) to school
boards that was discontinued, leaving boards with infrastructure sustainability concerns. Over the
last several years, school boards have made large-scale investments in their information
technology due to aging hardware. In addition, boards are required to support maintaining and
updating their suite of devices, including software, programs, and infrastructure.
The 2019-20 funding model funds technology based on two key elements, the number of
students (for classroom computers) and the number of administrators for all other technology.
According to the 2019-20 GSN Technical Paper, the current funding levels for classroom
computers is $34.52 per elementary student and $45.03 per secondary student. These amounts
are lower than the 2003-04 GSN Technical paper computer funding amounts of $44 and $58
respectfully. This model does not consider the intensified use of technology in the modern
classroom; higher technology needs in specialized programs; the allocation of technology for
teachers; and the increase in IT security needed to protect children from online harm. The model
also does not consider other technologies such as building systems, classroom audio/visual,
security systems, and the associated software needed to run modern school operations.
Further, the funding does not address technology needs for corporate functions, including
financial, plant and maintenance work order systems, payroll systems, student information
systems and human resource and employee relations reporting. Aligned to the province’s focus
on modernizing learning and modernizing classrooms, and with plans moving forward to
mandate e-learning opportunities for secondary students, school boards would benefit from
increased and stable funding to support the technology priorities of the government.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education provide boards with sustainable funding for
information technology infrastructure through the GSN, including renewal funding
for major school and board technology systems;



That the Ministry of Education continue to consult with boards and OCSTA in
respect of its Broadband Modernization strategy to ensure the IT needs of boards
are factored into the strategy.
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School Board Flexibility and Autonomy
Catholic district school boards in Ontario face increased budget pressures in the delivery of
educational programs and services required by the Ministry of Education. As part of an
expanding list of programs and services, the ministry continues to reduce boards’ flexibility and
autonomy in designing and delivering these programs that meet local needs and conditions. In
addition, the ministry continues to reduce boards’ flexibility in developing specific policies for
students or implementing ministry policy directives making prudent financial decisions locally.
The ministry has also placed increased restrictions on how school boards spend their capital
and operating funds. For example, the increased number of areas in the GSN that are
“enveloped” reduces school boards’ budget flexibility along with more targeted Program
Priorities Funding (PPF). These restrictions on school boards have reduced their capacity to
plan for, fund and operate specific education programs that serve the unique needs of their local
constituents.
In essence, then, Ontario’s publicly funded school boards require sufficient flexibility and
autonomy to realize their distinct missions and unique mandates.
OCSTA Recommendations:


That the Ministry of Education develop new regulations/policies to restore school board
autonomy and flexibility:
1. In overall school board planning/program design and the implementation of
ministry policy directives;
2. Reduce restrictions (enveloping) on operating funds that decrease school board
flexibility.
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Summary of Recommendations
New School Board Efficiencies, Reducing Red Tape and Administrative Burdens


That the Ministry of Education replace these operational systems with a common system
or systems (right sized for board size) which would provide for greater efficiency across
all boards and would better support data requirements by stakeholders;



That the Ministry of Education consult with its education partners to explore future
opportunity with regard to a more efficient student information system;



That the Ministry of Education develop an automated data extraction method to collect
data from each system;



That the Ministry of Education decommission the legacy of the OnSIS reporting system
and associated manual processes; reinvest yearly saving in front of class technology
improvements.

Moratorium on School Closures and Pupil Accommodation Planning


That the Ministry of Education reinstate a revised PARG process for large boards on a
case by case basis. Boards should be able to submit to the Ministry a business case to
justify targeted school consolidations. This will improve the efficiency of their
operations;



That the Ministry of Education establish a targeted stream of funding to assist boards
with the costs of operating and maintaining underutilized schools until the PARG process
is reinstated;



That the Ministry of Education adjust the criteria for School Condition Improvement
funding to allow boards to use those funds for capital improvements for schools that
would otherwise close.

Board Leadership Development Strategy (BLDS) Funding


That the Ministry of Education build board leadership funding into the GSN to provide
boards the capacity to deliver meaningful leadership development programing for staff.

Attrition Protection Funding Grant Cost Pressures


That the Ministry of Education establish a planning process with education partners to
review the Attrition Grant funding mechanism to ensure boards do not suffer funding
shortfalls due to problems associated with attrition estimates.
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Proposed Structure of E-Learning Framework
 There are two fundamental requirements that any e-Learning model must respect
regarding Catholic education:
1. E-Learning curriculum in Catholic schools must be developed and approved by
Catholic school boards;
2. E-Learning courses must be delivered by Catholic school teachers employed by
Catholic school boards.
These are necessary requirements to meet the distinctive nature of and denominational
rights of Catholic education in Ontario.

Cybersecurity in School Boards


That the Ministry of Education ensure that boards have sufficient resources to develop
and implement new cybersecurity policies and risk management frameworks;



That the Ministry of Education expand the work of the Educational Computing Network
of Ontario (ECNO) in building a shared service capacity for cybersecurity analysis and a
shared security service for boards in Ontario;



That the Ministry of Education expand the mandate of the Ministry’s Broadband
Modernization Initiative to fund and support cybersecurity training and awareness
programs.

Economic Realities with Capital Projects/Funding for Retrofitting/Renovating Schools


That the Ministry of Education include key education stakeholders, including OCSTA, in
the review panel regarding school construction capital benchmarks;



That the Ministry of Education establish a multi-year capital funding process in order to
restore the ability of both the Ministry of Education and school boards to plan for future
capital needs;
That the Ministry of Education significantly streamline and provide increased local
autonomy/flexibility with regard to the capital approvals process for school boards;




That the Ministry of Education revise its Temporary Accommodation funding model to
make portable funding based upon predictive data and reinstate funding from the School
Renewal Allocation until the model can fund actual predicted needs.
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Student Transportation


That the student transportation funding formula be restructured to reflect the actual needs
of school boards;



The competitive procurement process restore school board autonomy and flexibility in
negotiating school bus operator contracts;



That the Ministry of Education consult with OCSTA and other education partners in its ongoing review of the student transportation funding formula.



That the funding model be immediately revised so school boards with a surplus in
transportation are not negatively impacted.

School Bus Driver Retention


That the Ministry of Education continue the School Bus Drive Retention Program;



That the Ministry of Education continue to review the results of this program in the
broader context of restructuring the student transportation funding formula to meet the
needs of school boards.

21st Century Programs and Services for Students with Differing Abilities Including Diverse
Learning Needs
Student Mental Health


That the Ministry of Education ensure funding for student mental health needs is
equitable and sustainable for all students;



That the Ministry of Education continue to support funding of a board level “Mental
Health Lead” into the Grants for Student Needs structure. We also encourage the
government to monitor and update the financial supports to boards to support local
mental health initiatives;
That the Ministry of Education continue to address the changing nature of student mental
health needs as evidenced in the need for on-going enhanced prevention/intervention and
aligned staff professional development supports for students with mental health
challenges in transition.
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Special Education and Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder


That the Minister of Education establish a Special Education Working group, including
OCSTA, with a stakeholder advisory board to review the adequacy of special education
funding, including the structure of the DSENA;



That the Ministry of Education review “needs based” funding models for high needs
special education students to supplement the overall Special Education Grant structure;



That the Ministry of Education continue to survey and monitor the situation with boards
and provide program/financial support as required to ensure students with ASD can be
assessed in a timely manner so boards can make the necessary accommodations.

Information Technology



That the Ministry of Education provide boards with sustainable funding for information
technology infrastructure through the GSN, including renewal funding for major school
and board technology systems;
That the Ministry of Education continue to consult with boards and OCSTA in respect of
its Broadband Modernization strategy to ensure the IT needs of boards are factored into
the strategy.

School Board Flexibility and Autonomy


That the Ministry of Education develop new regulations/policies to restore school board
autonomy and flexibility:
1.

In overall school board planning/program design and the implementation of
ministry policy directives;

2.

Reduce restrictions (enveloping) on operating funds that decrease school board
flexibility.
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